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Abstract
In this article, we present a novel high-performance millirobot (milli-robot-Toronto), designed to allow for the testing
of complex swarm-behaviours, including human–swarm interaction. milli-robot-Toronto, built only with off-the-shelf
components, has locomotion, processing and sensing capabilities that significantly improve upon existing designs, while
maintaining one of the smallest footprints among current millirobots. As complementary software to this hardware
development, herein, we also present a new global swarm-topology estimation algorithm. The method is novel in that it
uniquely fuses incomplete location data collected by the individual robots in a distributed manner to optimally estimate
the topology of the overall swarm using a centralized computer. It is a generalized technique usable by any swarm
comprising robots capable of collecting location estimates of neighbouring robots. Numerous experiments, evaluating
the performance of milli-robot-Toronto and the proposed optimal swarm-topology estimation algorithm, are also
included.
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Introduction

Small robots, typically categorized as milli-, micro- or

nanorobots,1–3 have applications in a variety of areas.

Some applications include use in surveillance,4–6 wilder-

ness search and rescue,7–11 urban search and rescue,12–14

medicine,15,16 micro-assembly17 and wireless sensor net-

works.18,19 In the work of Kashino et al.,7,8 a millirobot

was used to perform wilderness search and rescue experi-

ments in a scaled-down lab environment. Fearing12 sug-

gested to use millirobots to locate survivors in a collapsed

building by spreading through narrow and complex pas-

sages. Yim et al.16 proposed a wireless biopsy method

wherein a soft capsule (pill) robot equipped with a camera

and wireless communication module is actuated inside the

human body. In the work of Vartholomeos et al.,17 high-

precision motion of a millirobot demonstrated the potential

to use them for micro-assembly tasks. Other designs of

note include self-folding origami robots,20 bio-inspired

legged robots21,22 and units that can pull objects heavier

than their own body weight.23
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Millirobots have also been used as research tools in

testing swarm algorithms that aim to have a group of

decentralized, self-organizing agents exhibiting collective

behavior.24 Such small, cost-effective robots have

allowed scientists to study both autonomous and super-

vised swarm tasks in confined workspaces with hardware

experimentations.25,26

In the above context, our focus has been on the design of

a novel high-performance millirobot, milli-robot-Toronto

(mROBerTO), to allow for the testing of complex swarm-

behaviours via physical robots, including human–swarm

interaction (HSI).27–29 mROBerTO is built only with off-

the-shelf components and has locomotion, processing and

sensing capabilities that significantly improve upon exist-

ing designs.

Furthermore, herein, we also present a new method for

swarm-topology estimation that utilizes the capabilities of

mROBerTO to estimate the overall topology of the swarm.

The method is novel in that it uniquely fuses incomplete

data, collected in a distributed manner, using a centralized

algorithm. It should be noted that, while the method was

designed with mROBerTO in mind, it is a generalized tech-

nique. Namely, any swarm, comprising robots capable of

collecting location estimates of neighbouring robots, could

utilize the proposed method.

Millirobot designs

Millirobot designs for swarm applications reported in the

literature include GRITSBot,30 TinyTeRP,31,32 Wanda,33

AMiR,34,35 Jasmine36 and Alice II.37 Alice II, for example,

incorporates watch motors for locomotion, can be equipped

with a linear camera and supports radio communication.

However, it is limited in processing power and cannot detect

proximity or bearing information of its neighbours. Jasmine

is equipped with micro direct current (DC) motors and uti-

lizes six infrared (IR) emitter/receiver pairs for all-around

sensing and communication coverage. TinyTeRP uses

geared motors and has an all-terrain add-on. GRITSBot

achieves locomotion with micro stepper motors, comprises

three stacked layers, each with varying sensors, and has all-

direction IR sensing coverage. AMiR allows for modularity,

where one such application is the incorporation of micro-

phones for detecting neighbours. However, as does Tiny-

TeRP, it has limited processors, and thus, local processing

of received signals and local communications are not

implemented.

Other millirobots include the Kilobot38 and the Colias.39

Kilobot uses a single IR LED for communication with its

neighbours and achieves motion using two coin-shaped

vibration motors. Colias is a 40 � 40 mm2 robot that can

move up to a speed of 350 mm/s.

Larger swarm robots (>75 � 75 mm2 footprint) have

also been reported on, such as the E-Puck,40 the Swarm-

Bot41 and the R-One.42,43 These have a wide range of

sensory capabilities, high-performance processors and rel-

atively long battery lives.

Only a few millirobots, such as the E-Puck and the

Kilobot, are commercially available.44,45 Furthermore,

due to their small sizes, the above-mentioned units have

been be limited in their communication, locomotion and

sensing capabilities.46 Locomotion selection and design

have proved to be, particularly, challenging since conven-

tional technologies do not scale well downward and are

often limited in terms of power output. This has made it

difficult for researchers to test complex swarm algorithms

via currently available physical millirobots, including

unknown environment exploration,26,47,48 target search-

ing49,50 and HSI.46,51

Herein, thus, our goal is to present a novel millirobot

with a combination of high-performance processing, sen-

sing, communication and locomotion features developed

to overcome some of the design limitations of earlier

small millirobots. These advanced features are achieved

while keeping the unit size comparable to the smallest

existing millirobots. The proposed design has a novel sen-

sing module for localizing neighbouring robots without

requiring their relocation or the use of anchors.

Swarm-localization and topology estimation

Typical swarm behaviours, such as distributed sensing

for obstacle avoidance, and area coverage, have been

achieved using classical physics-based techniques,

where only neighbouring robots interact.46,52 Further-

more, the algorithms developed have been evaluated in

controlled environments with simple problem instances

(e.g. minimal obstacles with few robots).53 More com-

plex behaviours, such as swarm-formation management,

require robots to have greater knowledge regarding the

overall global state of the swarm including the positions

of all the robots (e.g. tasks that feature irregular swarm

formations and task allocations in dynamic environ-

ments).50,54 Such position knowledge is also essential

in HSI scenarios, where the human supervisor needs

knowledge regarding the state of the swarm to guide it

towards completing tasks such as foraging, searching for

and localizing a radiation source, and search and rescue

missions.26,46,49,51,55,56

Estimating the locations of swarm members, for purposes

such as those discussed above, is termed swarm localization

and is, typically, an online process.26 Online localization can

be carried out either using an external infrastructure57,58 or

on-board sensors,59–71 where the latter is more robust as it

eliminates reliance on structures or entities outside of the

swarm. Range-based methods of localization using on-

board sensors, which require the robots in the swarm to

directly measure their relative proximity and bearing with

respect to other neighbouring robots, are common.59 How-

ever, such algorithms require either for the robots to be in

motion (i.e. relocated)60–64 or at least one robot to act as an
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anchor with known global coordinates.65–71 Furthermore,

there have been only a few studies showing the implemen-

tation of localization algorithms via physical robots and,

even when they are, experiments have been restricted to two

or three robots at most.63,64

Information acquired through localization can be used

to address the topology estimation problem, where the

objective is to recover the ‘shape’ of the swarm. Previous

research, primarily, considered the calculation of a set of

statistical parameters to define the topology of the

swarm.72,73 In the work of Lantao et al.,72 for example,

estimates of the longest network distance between any two

robots, in any direction, as well as the average distance

between robots are used for this purpose. Similarly, Free-

man et al.73 describe an algorithm for estimating summary

statistics, such as the swarm’s inertial moments, that

describe the shape of the swarm. However, research on

the direct use of robot relative positions to estimate a

swarm’s topology has not been so far reported in the

literature.

In this article, thus, we present a novel global swarm-

topology estimation method that calculates the detailed

swarm topology via the relative positions of all robots

with respect to each other. It uniquely utilizes incomplete

data sets of relative robot positions and bearings to esti-

mate the overall topology of the swarm that can be used

for HSI experiments. It comprises a unique combination

of distributed and centralized computing to reap the ben-

efits of both. The algorithm is a generalized technique. It

can be utilized by any swarm with robots capable of

obtaining location estimates of neighbouring robots (as

can mROBerTO).

Problem statement

As outlined above, millirobots often have limited sensing

and communication capabilities and are difficult to build

due to their small size. These factors complicate their use

for swarm-behaviour studies, especially, in the case of HSI

experiments. The first problem addressed in this article,

therefore, is one of designing a high-performance milliro-

bot for HSI that is of similar size to the smallest existing

millirobots. Additionally, the millirobot should be easy to

build and maintain despite its small size.

In terms of capabilities, a swarm robot for HSI requires

reliable locomotion, advanced processing and sensing cap-

abilities and long-range (wireless) communication ability.

Namely, a swarm robot needs to efficiently and effectively

communicate with and sense other robots in its vicinity. It

could benefit from modularity to allow for future

improvements.

As also above-mentioned, an essential part of HSI is

swarm-topology estimation. In remote HSI, the human

supervisor interacting with the swarm will, typically, not

be able to observe the swarm directly. Instead, the

supervisor must rely on information gathered from the

robots to estimate the state of the swarm. One key

swarm-state variable that is often important to the super-

visor is swarm topology (i.e. where the robots are relative

to one another). It is, therefore, necessary to present an

accompanying swarm-topology estimation algorithm

when advocating a robot design for HSI studies. To this

end, given our proposed robot’s capabilities, the second

problem addressed in this article is swarm-topology

estimation.

In the swarm-topology estimation problem addressed

herein, the only sensors available to observe the swarm

must be on-board the robots themselves. Data acquired are,

therefore, limited in scope to what the robots can sense and

collect. Since swarm robots interact locally, each robot

would only be able to acquire information regarding other

robots in its vicinity. The objective of swarm-topology

estimation is to effectively fuse incomplete data sets

acquired by the robots in order to provide the supervisor

with an estimate of the complete swarm topology.

Overview of University of Toronto
milli-robot design

A new ground swarm robot was designed and built at the

University of Toronto – mROBerTO.27–29 The design is

novel in that it has a simple modular architecture, utilizes

a high-power processor with integrated wireless communi-

cation and has a sensing module capable of localizing

neighbouring robots in a decentralized manner without the

need for robots to relocate or use anchors. It is the first

millirobot to be designed with remote HSI studies in mind,

incorporating both wireless and local communication into

its base design.

Figure 1. mROBerTO’s exploded-assembly (front and back views).
mROBerTO: milli-robot-Toronto.
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As noted above, the 16� 16� 32 mm3 mROBerTO was

designed to have advanced capabilities, while being com-

parable in size to existing millirobots, and utilizing only

off-the-shelf components that are easy to source. It com-

prises four modules: the locomotion module, the processing

and communication module and two sensing modules –

proximity sensing and swarm sensing(see Figure 1).27,28

mROBerTO’s locomotion module contains all the compo-

nents necessary to enable robot motion: two DC motors, an

H-bridge for driving the motors and voltage regulators to

provide power. Motion control is achieved using a kine-

matic model of the robot and a calibrated translator

between desired motor angular velocities and pulse width

modulation (PWM) levels. The processing and communi-

cation module of mROBerTO is connected to all other mod-

ules. The module holds the robot’s central processing unit,

a Nordic nRF51422 system-on-chip. The chip is a 32-bit

ARM Cortex-M0 processor with integrated ANTþTM and

Bluetooth® Smart communication capabilities. mROBerTO

has two sensing modules: one, at the front of the robot, for

proximity sensing, and a second, at the top, for swarm

sensing (see Figure 1). The two sensing modules can be

modified/adapted to allow for additional sensing capabil-

ities without affecting the core functionality of the robot or

increasing its volume.

Each of the above-mentioned modules, as well as

their integration, is described in detail in the work of

Kim et al.27,28 and Drisdelle et al.29 – as such, they are

omitted herein. The specific description of the swarm-

sensing module below, thus, is only due to its immediate

relevance to the swarm-topology estimation algorithm

proposed in this article. A video describing mROBerTO

and demonstrating its operation can be seen in

YouTube.74

The swarm-sensing module

The swarm-sensing module of mROBerTO enables swarm-

behaviour monitoring and formation control. Namely, it

was designed for localized communication and localiza-

tion. This module has six IR detectors and four emitters

at the edges of the module, allowing for all-direction cov-

erage, as shown in Figure 2.

IR was selected for its usability in concurrent localiza-

tion and communication. Six detectors were used to make

full use of the analogue-to-digital converters available and

maximize the angular resolution of measurements. Four

emitters were used, as this was enough for all-around

coverage. This module also houses a secondary microcon-

troller, an ATmega328, which is tasked with the process-

ing of the received IR signals. The processing tasks

include signal modulation and demodulation as well as

signal interpretation to acquire proximity and bearing

information.

An mROBerTO can acquire proximity and bearing

information from other robots while remaining static

(i.e. they do not need to relocate). In contrast, other milli-

robots of similar size, such as Alice II,37 Jasmine36 and

TinyTeRP,31 can only obtain proximity and bearing infor-

mation by requiring their neighbours to move for triangu-

lation.60–63,65

Swarm-topology estimation

In HSI scenarios, a human supervisor can provide assis-

tance either through direct commands or guidance to indi-

vidual robots or to the swarm.51,55 A key swarm-state that

must be, thus, real-time observable to the supervisor is the

swarm’s topology. For example, in both swarm-formation

management and location-dependent task allocation in

large swarms, knowing the swarm’s topology is essential

for effective decision-making.

Typically, a swarm would operate in a remote location

away from the human supervisor, who would have no way

of directly observing the swarm, for example, via overhead

sensors. Thus, herein, we present a new global swarm-

topology estimation method that only utilizes information

collected from the swarm robots and transmitted to a cen-

tral computer. The algorithm is novel in that it only utilizes

partial location data sets obtained from individual robots

and fuses them to estimate the full swarm topology.

Furthermore, the algorithm does not require prior knowl-

edge of the global position of any of the swarm members or

surrounding environment features.

The proposed swarm-topology estimation method con-

sists of two phases: (I) distributed relative localization,

through data acquisition from the swarm robots, and (II)

swarm-topology estimation, via a central computer (see

Figure 3).

The first phase is carried out using the on-board pro-

cessing and sensing capabilities of mROBerTOs, where

each robot determines the relative locations of its respec-

tive neighbouring robots that it can detect. The second

phase begins after the centralized host PC receives the

relative location data sets from the swarm robots.

Figure 2. Swarm-sensing module with six IR detectors on top
and four emitters on the bottom.
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However, in large swarms, computational scalability may

become a concern if the topology estimation process

depends entirely on a centralized computer. Thus, scal-

ability is addressed herein through a divide-and-conquer

approach that increases computational efficiency via

grouping and stitching.75

One can note that the proposed algorithm is centralized

in that all collected data is fused at a central computer to

obtain an optimal swarm-topology estimate. The distribu-

ted portion of the method, on the other hand, is in data

collection and initial interpretation, which is performed

individually by each robot. Furthermore, all information

is acquired from individual robots, and the central system

cannot externally observe the swarm (i.e. there are no over-

head sensors monitoring the environment in which the

swarm is operating).

Phase I: Distributed relative localization

Relative (distributed) localization by an mROBerTO is

carried out by measuring the proximities and bearings of

nearby robots via its swarm-sensing module. The inclu-

sion of the ATmega328P microcontroller within the

swarm-sensing module provides mROBerTO with the

unique feature of dedicated processing for localization.

This allows it to acquire both proximity and bearing infor-

mation without adding to the computational load of the

main processing unit.

Determining the proximity and bearing to neighbouring

robots begins when the IR emitters on mROBerTOs send

out modulated signals through PWM. The signals are

encoded with the robots’ unique IDs such that receiving

robots can differentiate between signals received from dif-

ferent robots. The signals received by IR receivers are

passed on to the ATmega328P microcontroller and demo-

dulated to identify the respective robots emitting the sig-

nals. Once the IR signals are demodulated, the raw IR

amplitudes for each nearby robot are normalized and

summed

ai ¼
X6

k ¼ 1

IRik

IRmaxik

ð1Þ

where ai is the normalized and summed IR amplitude value

for the ith robot, IRik is the IR amplitude reading value for

the ith robot and the kth IR detector, and IRmaxik is the

maximum IR amplitude value recorded during offline cali-

bration. ai values are converted into proximity measure-

ments according to a conversion function obtained during

offline calibration.

Each mROBerTO determines the bearing of a nearby

robot using the normalized IR amplitudes from each IR

detector as the six wide-viewing angle (120�) IR detectors

are configured for an all-around coverage. The normal-

ized IR amplitudes from these six IR detectors are

weighted to determine at which angle the signal was the

strongest and estimate the bearing towards the neighbour-

ing robot74

’̂i ¼ arctan

X6

k ¼ 1

rik sin bkð Þ

X6

k ¼ 1

rik cos bkð Þ

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA ð2Þ

where bk is the angle between the robot’s heading and the

kth sensor, and ’̂i is the bearing estimate for the ith robot

with respect to the estimating robot’s heading. rik is the

scaled IR intensity reading of the ith robot from the kth

sensor

rik ¼
IRik

IRmaxik

ð3Þ

Figure 4 shows two representative data sets for a 14-

robot swarm example, where each plot presents the neigh-

bouring robots detected. One must note that relative

location-data sets, acquired from individual robots, would

be restricted by the accuracy and detection radii of the IR

emitters and receivers on the individual robots. Figure 4(a),

for example, shows the relative locations of Robots 3, 4, 7

and 8, as detected by Robot 1. All other robots are not

detectable by Robot 1. Similarly, Figure 4(b) shows the

relative locations of Robots 3 and 4, as detected by Robot

2. All other robots are not detectable by Robot 2. Following

this process, 14 (partial) data sets are obtained, 1 per every

robot in the swarm.

Phase I: Distributed Relative Localisation

Data Acquisition and Processing

Phase II: Swarm-Topology Estimation

Grouping

Group Topology Estimation

Swarm-Topology

Stitching

Relative Robot-Location Data Sets

Figure 3. A two-phased global swarm-topology estimation
method.
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Phase II: Swarm-topology estimation

As noted above, the proposed swarm-topology estimation

method consists of two phases: (Phase I) distributed rela-

tive localization, through data acquisition from the swarm

robots and, subsequent, (Phase II) global swarm-topology

estimation, via a central computer. The three operations

within Phase II are grouping, group-topology estimation

and stitching. These were formulated similar to the three

fundamental steps of divide-and-conquer approaches

reported in the literature (divide, solve, merge).76 In group-

ing, the robots are first divided into similarly sized sets

based on robot visibility. After grouping, sub-topology esti-

mation is performed for each group. Lastly, the central

computer carries out stitching, in which the sub-

topologies of all groups are combined into one global

swarm topology.

Grouping. During this stage, the robots are combined into

comparably sized sets through a grouping process. The

approach employed is similar to the sensor-node clus-

tering solutions reported in the literature for wireless

sensor networks (refer to the work of Mahdi et al.,77

Niu et al.78 and Abdellatief et al.79). Grouping must

ensure that the subsets contain overlapping robots to

allow for the final stitching stage of swarm-topology

estimation.

As an example, Figure 5 continues the 14-robot swarm

case discussed above, where the robots are combined into

three groups. In this example, Robots 2 and 3 are present in

both Groups A and B, and Robots 7 and 8 are present in

both Groups A and C, respectively, to allow for stitching.

Group-topology estimation. After grouping, sub-topology

estimation (for each group) is carried out to fuse partial

Input: 14 Data Sets
Robot 1 = {1, 3, 4, 7, 8}

Robot 2 = {2, 3, 4}

Robot 3 = {3, 1, 2, 4, 5}

.

.

.

Robot 14 = {14, 10, 13}

Grouping

Output: Three Groups
Group A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8}

Group B = {2, 3, 5, 10, 13, 14}

Group C = {6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12}

Figure 5. Grouping of data sets.

Figure 4. Visual representation of two simulated relative robot location data sets: (a) Robot 1 and (b) Robot 2.
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swarm-topology estimation data acquired from individual

robots to determine the complete set of robot locations in

the group. The method is novel in that it only requires

partial location data sets acquired from individual robots

to perform a complete swarm-topology estimation. In par-

ticular, the method performs swarm-topology estimation

without any global position knowledge.

In order to fuse relative-location data, individual refer-

ence frames need to be transformed to positions and orien-

tations in a common global reference frame. Namely, all

data sets need to be superimposed and manipulated (trans-

lated and rotated), such that all respective robot data points

are clustered to minimize distances between observed data

points for every robot (e.g. all observations of Robot 1

should to be clustered together).

The clustering process is carried out sequentially and

iteratively. Our approach is similar to ones proposed in the

literature for 3D point-cloud registration80 and template

matching for object recognition.81

For example, for Group A in Figure 5 – Robots f1, 2, 3,

4, 7, 8g, let us choose Robot 1 as the reference, the left

figure in Figure 6. Next, let us superimpose and manipulate

the data sets for Robots 1 and 2, the centre figure in

Figure 6, followed by the superimposition and manipula-

tion of the data set for Robot 3 on this combined 1–2 data

set, to yield 1–2–3, the right figure in Figure 6. The pro-

cess continues until we achieve the superimposition of all

the six-robot data sets in Group A. Once this initial super-

imposition is obtained, the process is repeated. Namely,

Robot 1 data set is retransformed and manipulated to bet-

ter fit data (post superimposition) from Robots 2, 3, 4, 7, 8

and so on. The process continues until a convergence

criterion is met (i.e. until no further improvements can

be made) and the optimal superimposition of data sets is

obtained.

Transformation of data sets. Formally, the problem of

determining the optimal transform for a single data set

is defined as follows: Let rij be the proximity of Robot j

to Robot i, as observed by Robot i, and qij be the bearing

of Robot j in the local reference frame of Robot i, then

the polar coordinates (rij, qij) denote the location of

Robot j as observed by Robot i. The collection of all

(rij, qij) for a given i is called the data set of Robot i and

consists of all observations of other robots made by

Robot i.

Let the transformation of data set i, from the local

reference frame to the common global reference frame,

be defined by a rotation of the data set, by ai, about the

local reference frame origin, and a subsequent translation,

by (xi, yi), in the x and y directions, respectively. Then,

given the transformation parameters of the Robot i data

set, (xi, yi, ai), the Cartesian coordinates of Robot j as

observed by Robot i in the common global reference

frame, Xij are

X ij ¼
rijcos qij þ ai

� �
þ xi

rijsin qij þ ai

� �
þ yi

" #
ð4Þ

Superimposition of data sets. The set of all data sets after

transformation is referred to herein as superimposition.

Our approach, to fuse all relative location data, is similar

to the one reported in the literature for fusing multiple 3D

point clouds.82 Namely, in order to fuse the relative-

location data, transformation parameters for individual

robot data sets are optimized sequentially to improve the

superimposition. At each optimization step, a single set of

transformation parameters is selected for optimization,

leaving all others fixed. Optimal transformations are the

ones that minimize the distances between observed data

points for every robot. Namely, the transformation para-

meters of Robot i are optimized to minimize the maximum

distance between the coordinates of a robot as observed by

Robot i and the coordinates of the same robot as observed

by all other robots

Figure 6. Incremental superimposition and manipulation of the data sets in Figure 4.

Kim et al. 7



Ei ¼ max
j;k

X ij � X kj

�� ���� �� ð5Þ

where Xij represents the Cartesian coordinates of Robot j in

the global reference frame as observed by Robot i, Xkj

represents the Cartesian coordinates of Robot j in the global

reference frame as observed by Robot k and ||�|| denotes the

Euclidean norm.

As an example for superimposition, let us consider

Group A robots of the 14-robot swarm given in Figure 5,

where the above proposed optimization is sequentially car-

ried out, always manipulating one data set at a time while

keeping the others fixed. The optimal superimposition of the

six data sets is shown in Figure 7(a). Then, the estimated

robot positions are calculated by determining the mean posi-

tions of all observations for the respective robots in the

common global reference frame (see Figure 7(b)).

The swarm-topology estimation process is repeated for

every group of robots in the swarm. In our example, in

Figure 5, for Groups A, B and C, the three sub-topologies

obtained are shown in Figure 8.

Stitching. After obtaining the sub-topologies for all the

groups of robots, the global swarm topology is obtained

by stitching these sub-topologies together, which is similar

to the clustering process described above. Namely, the

Figure 7. The final estimate of sub-topology for Group (a) The optimal superimposition and (b) the final estimate of sub-topology for
Group A after determining the mean positions of all observations.

Figure 8. Estimated swarm sub-topologies of Groups (a) A, (b) B and (c) C.

Figure 9. Estimated entire swarm topology.
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group topologies are superimposed in a way that minimizes

cluster sizes of overlapping robots. Our optimization

procedure is similar to the one described in the work of

Takimoto et al.,82 as discussed above.

As an example of stitching, the sub-topologies shown in

Figure 8 were superimposed and optimized to yield a global

(entire) swarm-topology estimate, as shown in Figure 9.

Experiments

In our previous work, reported in the work of Kim et al.27,28

and Drisdelle et al.29, mROBerTO was directly compared to

the two best robots in the field, the Kilobot and TinyTeRP,

and was determined to be clearly superior in locomotion,

sensing and processing performance. Thus, the experiments

presented in this section focus only on validating the global

swarm-topology estimation method proposed in this article.

The first subsection below presents results regarding dis-

tributed relative localization (i.e. Phase I), followed by

global swarm-topology estimation (i.e. Phase II) in the next

subsection, respectively. We also present an experiment

that demonstrates the proposed method’s application to

HSI scenarios.

Phase I: Distributed relative localization

In order to illustrate the distributed relative localization

performance of mROBerTO, in all experiments, the robots

were placed in known topologies and allowed to localize

other robots in their vicinity. The localization results were,

then, compared to the true positions of the robots to assess

localization accuracy.

An example. Figure 10 shows the example (true) swarm

configuration with (the maximum available number of)

nine physical robots. Figure 11, in turn, shows the nine sets

of localization data acquired through the swarm-sensing

modules of the mROBerTOs – one for each robot.

Phase II: Global swarm-topology estimation

The proposed global swarm-topology estimation method

consists of two phases: (I) distributed relative localization,

and (II) global swarm-topology estimation (see Figure 3).

As discussed above, the first phase is carried out using the

on-board processing and sensing capabilities of mROBer-

TOs. The second phase begins after the centralized host PC

receives the relative location data sets from the swarm

robots. The experiments presented in this subsection focus

on Phase II.

Group-topology estimation. In grouping, the robots are first

divided into similarly sized sets based on robot visibility

(i.e. robots that detect the same neighbouring robots would

likely be grouped together). After grouping, sub-topology

estimation is performed for each group.

Below, we first present sub-topology estimation results

for several experiments that utilize our nine (physical)

mROBerTOs. Next, we expand the swarm to 30 robots by

including a further 21 simulated robots and carry out sub-

topology estimation for this larger group. Lastly, we dis-

cuss the arbitrary order of robot consideration during the

superimposition step of the proposed iterative incremental

process.

Examples with physical robots. For every scenario dis-

cussed below, the swarm of nine mROBerTO millirobots

is initially arranged into a known topology. The robots

are, then, allowed to communicate with each other using

IR to locate other robots within their respective commu-

nication range. The data of relative robot proximities

acquired by each robot are, subsequently, combined (i.e.

superimposed) according to the proposed (group)

topology-estimation algorithm. Figure 12 shows the final

estimated group topology, for Example #1, using the data

shown in Figure 11, where the estimate is also compared

with respect to the corresponding true positions of the

robots (in purple).

Validation of the proposed topology-estimation algo-

rithm is further shown here, using the nine physical

mROBerTO units, for two additional different swarm-

topologies. The topology shown in Figure 13(a), Example

#2, has the robots arranged in a diamond shape. The topol-

ogy shown in Figure 13(b), Example #3, has the robots

distributed randomly. In both figures, the actual (true) robot

positions are shown in purple, while the estimated robot

positions are shown in green.

Dissimilarity measure. From the experiments above, it is

evident that the group topology can be successfully esti-

mated for swarms of mROBerTOs via our proposed

topology-estimation method. However, in order to

quantitatively measure the dissimilarity between the

Figure 10. An example swarm configuration used for relative
localization experiments.
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actual (true) and measured (estimated) shapes, a topology

signature was defined in our work as the polar coordinates

of all robots with respect to one reference robot, in our

examples chosen as Robot 1. Figure 14, as an example,

shows the successful convergence of the average dissim-

ilarity measure for the diamond topology shown in

Figure 13(a).

Table 1 presents the dissimilarity measure in terms of

the normalized errors between the topology signatures of

the actual (true) and measured (estimated) relative robot

locations (r: proximity and q: bearing) for three topologies.

The minimum, maximum and average errors for each

experiment are given. The normalization factor used was

proportional to the radius of the swarm.

A larger scale group-topology estimation example. Valida-

tion of the proposed method’s ability to estimate the

Figure 11. Visual representation of acquired nine relative robot location data sets for the configuration shown in Figure 10.

Figure 12. The final estimated swarm topology for a set of nine
physical robots shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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topology of a larger scale swarm is shown in this subsection

for a group of 30 simulated robots. The acquired localiza-

tion data for the non-physical robots included noise mod-

elled to emulate the characteristics of real-world sensing

conditions28 for the mROBerTOs. The true and the esti-

mated topologies for the swarm considered are shown in

Figure 15.

The dissimilarity measure for this case was computed to

assess the estimation accuracy (refer Table 2). The results are

comparable to those obtained for the (physical) nine-robot

topology-estimation experiments. Namely, estimation accu-

racy is not tangibly compromised by increasing the group size.

Order of superimposition evaluation. The order of robots

in the superimposition step of the proposed iterative incre-

mental process can be arbitrary, though different orders

would, as expected, yield different results. In order to

Figure 13. Swarm-topology estimation: (a) diamond-shaped and (b) random-shaped.

Figure 14. Average dissimilarity of the estimated swarm from desired diamond topology shown in Figure 13.

Table 1. Topology-error data.

Random #1
(Figure 12)

Diamond
(Figure 13(a))

Random #2
(Figure 13(b))

Min. r error (%) 3 0 3
Avg. r error (%) 11 3 13
Max. r error (%) 38 6 34
Min. q error (%) 0 3 0
Avg. q error (%) 5 8 10
Max. q error (%) 14 12 20

Min.: minimum; Avg. average; Max.: maximum; r: proximity; q: bearing.

Figure 15. The true and estimated group topologies for the
larger scale estimation experiment.
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illustrate the (lack of) impact of superimposition sequence

on the final estimated topology, the outcomes of five differ-

ent superimposition sequences are shown in Figure 16.

Experiments were first run until less than 0.1% improve-

ment in the objective function was observed per iteration

(see Figure 16(a)). Then, the optimization algorithm was

re-run for 1000 iterations to illustrate convergence (see

Figure 16(b)). The results demonstrate that all sequences

result in topologies that are nearly identical, which would

be sufficient for a human supervisor in making decisions

based on the estimated swarm topology.

Stitching. As noted above, the computational scalability of

the topology-estimation algorithm proposed in this article

is achieved through a divide-and-conquer approach.

Namely, first, the swarm is divided into smaller groups,

whose individual topologies are determined in parallel.

Subsequently, a central unit combines these estimates into

a global swarm-topology estimate via a mathematical oper-

ation, referred to as stitching in this article. This approach

leverages the parallel computing ability of swarms to dis-

tribute the computational load across groups.

As a stitching example, a swarm of 400 simulated

robots were considered. The robots were grouped into 24

different sets (refer Table 3), and the group-topologies

were estimated. Subsequently, these were stitched to form

the overall swarm-topology estimate. Figure 17(a) to (c)

shows the results of the first three sequential superimposi-

tion steps, and Figure 17(d) and (e) shows the last two,

respectively. The final swarm-topology estimation is

shown in Figure 18.

Human–swarm interaction

The results of an additional experiment are included herein

to demonstrate the proposed method’s use in HSI, where a

swarm of nine physical robots (in the field) were asked to

change their topology through input from a remote super-

visor. Specifically, the swarm with an initial random topol-

ogy (see Figure 19(a)) was instructed to reconfigure itself

into a diamond shape centred about Robot 1.

As noted above, the remote supervisor could not directly

observe the physical swarm and only had access to the

estimated topology of the swarm through a graphical user

interface. Figure 19(b) to (e) shows the evolution of the

swarm topology, with progress from left to right. The mid-

dle row indicates the true robot positions (corresponding to

the photos in the row above), while the bottom row indi-

cates estimated swarm topologies. Swarm-topology estima-

tion was performed at every iteration in order to provide the

supervisor with up-to-date information regarding the latest

swarm state.

Comparison to other topology estimation
and localization methods

As noted above, the proposed method calculates a detailed

swarm topology estimate using the relative positions of all

the robots. This contrasts with other swarm-topology esti-

mation methods,72,73 which typically use summary

Figure 16. Swarm-topology estimation, for Group A, using different superimposition sequences: (a) a 0.1% improvement threshold
stopping condition and (b) 1000-iteration optimization.

Table 2. Topology-error data for the large-scale group-topology
estimation experiment.

Large-scale group

Min. r error (%) 0
Avg. r error (%) 6
Max. r error (%) 30
Min. q error (%) 1
Avg. q error (%) 8
Max. q error (%) 18

Min.: minimum; Avg. average; Max.: maximum; r: proximity; q: bearing.
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statistics regarding the swarm. Furthermore, the proposed

method achieves relative localization for topology esti-

mation without the use of anchors or need for robot

motion, as is typical in most other methods.60–71 Use of

anchors, for example, would need the designation of some

of the robots as such, requiring design modifications.

Similarly, incremental movement of robots would con-

sume valuable time.

Several methods that address topology estimation in a

manner similar to our proposed method can be found in the

wireless sensor network literature.83–85 In these cases, sen-

sors do not move, and a map of relative positions is esti-

mated. The most pertinent of these consider the angle of

arrival of signals as well as signal strength (as a proxy

measurement of range) to estimate sensor positions.86,87

However, as in swarm-topology estimation, these methods

also, typically, use anchors.

The proposed method, on the other hand, fuses incom-

plete data sets acquired from multiple static robots without

anchors. Namely, data fusion is uniquely performed using

superimposition of data and clustering of observations to

obtain an estimate of the complete swarm topology.

Furthermore, the proposed algorithm offloads some of the

processing tasks to individual millirobots, such that the

central computer carries out only high-level optimization.

This contrasts with other approaches in which either raw

data are processed entirely within a central computer to

obtain location estimates or (limited) distributed swarm-

topology estimation is carried out on a per-robot basis.

In regards to localization, mROBerTO’s swarm-sensing

module achieves accuracy comparable to or better than

those reported in the literature while allowing the robots

to remain stationary, thus, improving the efficiency of the

robots’ operation. The specific analysis reported in our

earlier article28 showed that the module’s bearing measure-

ments had an average error of up to 10� and an average

proximity (range) error of up to 5% of its maximum range.

In comparison, the results presented in the work of Cornejo

and Nagpal61 had a mean squared localization error of up

Figure 17. Sequential superimposition: (a) one group topology, (b) two group topologies and (c) three group topologies, and the last
two superimpositions with (d) 23 group topologies and (e) 24 group topologies.

Table 3. Group member lists.

Group # Group member list

1 f8, 25, 38, 44, 56, 62, 68, 85, 86, 106, 128, 142, 167, 191,
200, 212, 213, 246, 274, 277, 287, 305, 306, 309, 371g

2 f6, 9, 13, 50, 60, 65, 77, 95, 128, 132, 142, 162, 167,
168, 183, 223, 260, 293, 350, 369, 372g

..

. ..
.

23 f1, 31, 35, 58, 72, 129, 135, 145, 149, 265, 267, 271, 284,
298, 326, 332, 334, 342, 346, 356, 379, 393, 396g

24 f12, 49, 54, 58, 99, 146, 163, 190, 206, 241, 276, 288,
314, 330, 332, 335, 339, 341, 351, 362, 382, 386g
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to, approximately, 5% of the workspace size, a root mean

squared localization error of approximately 7%, depending

on the noise.

A more direct comparison of our results was also made

with those presented in the work of Mao et al.,62 which

reported an average bearing error of approximately 5� and

an average range measurement error of up to approximately

4% of its maximum range. However, the method in the

work of Mao et al.62 utilizes two robots in a cooperative

manner in order to achieve the above-mentioned accuracy

while mROBerTOs achieve similar results independently.

Conclusions

This article presents the design of a novel high-

performance, modular millirobot, the mROBerTO. The

robot design uses only commercially available components,

has a minimal footprint and achieves reliable locomotion

while having uncompromised sensory, communication and

processing capabilities. mROBerTO is capable of IR-based

proximity and bearing localization, has Bluetooth Smart

and ANTþ communication capabilities and uses a 32-bit

ARM Cortex-M0 central processing unit, all of which are

unique to its design. These capabilities make mROBerTO a

good candidate for use in complex swarm-behaviour stud-

ies, including the ability to localize the overall swarm for

HSI testing.

In the above-mentioned regard, extensive experi-

ments, utilizing physical and simulated robots, indeed

demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed global

swarm-topology estimation method, including its upward

scalability. Consequently, it is anticipated that our future

work will aim to utilize the mROBerTOs for HSI experi-

mentation, once sufficient progress is made on the latter

front. Parallel work will also focus on improving the

Figure 19. The evolution of the robot swarm over time from a random-shaped to a diamond-shaped topology.

Figure 18. The final swarm-topology estimation for a 400-robot
swarm.
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mROBerTO’s hardware/software. This will include

upgrading the robot’s processing, sensing and locomo-

tion capabilities.
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